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GRAND MASTER’S MESSAGE

Grand Master’s Message

I

t is with pleasure and great honor that I address this
message to you in my official capacity as Grand Master,
taking this opportunity to thank each and every Freemason in this and many other jurisdictions, for having
contributed and positively affected my Masonic growth
and spiritual development. I have reached this point in
my life while standing on shoulders of giants and learning
a great deal from many, and for that I will be ever grateful. My appreciation goes to the several very dedicated
and accomplished Masons who have worked hard and are
still always willing to continue the great work of building,
together, a very distinct and respected brand of Freemasonry in our Nation’s Capital – Washington DC. I came into
Freemasonry some twentyseven years ago with the goal
to learn, to improve myself
spiritually, and to become a
better man altogether. This
continues to be my goal no
matter which position I may
hold. Today, I am called upon
to serve in this high office
of Grand Master of Masons,
and to preside, for a short
while, over the destiny of
the distinguished and honorable Grand Lodge of Free
And Accepted Masons of the
District of Columbia. I am
humbled by your confidence
in me and I pledge to fulfill
the duties of this office to the
best of my ability with dignity
and determination.

More specifically, our goal in the year 2013
should be manifested in living an exemplary
life, always demonstrating Masonry’s principle tenets of Brotherly Love, Relief, and Truth, thereby
showing to the world the good effects derived from the
practice of our Noble Art.
The following ideas and programs will top the list of our
labors and will be promoted during the year 2013:

Within Our Lodges
Though we have made considerable progress, a few of
our lodges still need a boost to continue being viable
and completely independent
in the performance of their
duty of not only making
Masons, but also maintaining a level of excellence.
Keeping the existing members active and energized
should be as important as
bringing in new members. In
this effort, we need to recognize that it is critical to find
the workable middle ground
where the emerging generation gap can be filled and all
our members feel comfortable working together with
redefined goals with which
we all may identify.

We will encourage the development and promotion of
sound plans and programs,
including top notch educaThis Masonic year of 2013
tional programs that will be
marks the second year into
of great interest to the many
the third century of existence
men who are entrusting their
of our Grand Lodge. Though
valuable time to us rather
we can feel proud about the
than other pursuits which
legacy of our forbearers, one
Most Worshipful Brother
could be claiming their attencan with discernment take
Teko A. Foly
tion. Particular focus should
notice that we are living in
be given to keeping as many
very exciting moments for
members
as
possible,
young
and seasoned, engaged and
our Craft and our Grand Lodge. Freemasonry in the
interested in the life and welfare of our lodges. Continuity
District of Columbia and in the world is at a critical crossin the affairs of our organization should be promoted, as
road, with the situation we find the world in today. Our
we should not be building our lodge goals and programs
times present a myriad of challenges of which we ought
from scratch each year.
to take notice and do our best as Masons to facilitate a
positive outcome to the world’s social issues. While we
A mentorship program should be implemented to encourclaim that we should be enabled through the use of the
age past masters to coach officers while they advance
several tools and implements of Masonry to improve ourthrough the lodge’s officer line. Additionally, experiselves and, in turn, to positively affect the world around
enced members should volunteer their time to work with
us; we need to make efforts to bring about that positive
youngerå and newer members to get them trained and
change in the world, and thereby contribute effectively to
educated on the various subjects of interest in Masonry.
humanity as a whole.
continued on next page
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Lodge officers should go beyond the call of duty and master other parts of the rituals. They should not only learn
more than their individual role in the opening and closing
of a lodge, but also take several active roles in memorizing the several lectures of initiations and special rituals,
thereby internalizing the many lessons and principles
contained therein. Each lodge officer should strive to
qualify and pass the so called “Section 83” oral examination two or even three years ahead of the time he stands
for election as Master of his lodge.
We should continue to watch the West Gate with vigilance, being ever mindful that there is only one West Gate
into this worldwide fraternity of ours, and our duty is
to let no one pass or re-pass
except such as are found
worthy and well-qualified –
men who can fit well into
this society of ours.
Lodges are asked to continue being diligent in the
management of the business of their organization,
with the understanding that
the quality and effectiveness of the lodge depends
closely on how well its
affairs are governed.
Lodge officers will facilitate visits with other
lodges thereby promoting
exchange of Ideas, networking and mutual help
and support.

Within Our Grand Lodge
Ritual excellence will be
encouraged by organizing
several ritual competitions
to which all Masons and
especially the lodge officers
should participate.

Communication over social media including posting of
individual pictures remain a concern to us and a committee will study ways and means to prevent in the future,
issues with this area of concern.
The Universal Brotherhood celebration will be held again
this year to celebrate our diversity and get to know each
other a little further. I will particularly invite “traditional”
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The 4th of July parades, the fall picnic, and other Lodge
and Grand Lodge public events will be organized.
Members are encouraged to attend and involve their
family members.
The Grand Lodge has purchased a state-of-the-art document scanning machine which is installed in the offices
of the Grand Lodge. This is at the disposal of our Lodges,
who are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to digitize their lodge records. This will help bring
us all into the 21st century
while preserving our precious lodge histories for
future generations.

Our goal in the year
2013 should be
manifested in living an
exemplary life, always
demonstrating Masonry’s
principle tenets of
Brotherly Love, Relief,
and Truth, thereby
showing to the world
the good effects derived
from the practice of our
Noble Art.

The Masonic Education
committee has been asked
to work on coming up with some guidelines for a Masonic
Education program that can be generated at the Grand
Lodge level for the benefit of any lodge or member who
may need it. There are also plans to discuss more sharing
of effective education programs with other lodges.
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non-bilingual lodges to participate in this event with an
open heart and mind.

Discussions will be entertained to re-examine our
Grand Lodge finances
and propose a change to
the current per-capita
structure, which is barely
sufficient today to make us
financially viable.
Community outreach is still
our best tool to not only get
involved with our communities, but also to be known
and draw membership.
Activities oriented toward
this effort will be encouraged with incentives.

Relations with Other
Grand Jurisdictions

Special efforts will be
made to strengthen our
relationships with other
jurisdictions with which we
maintain good relations,
especially our neighbors
in Maryland and Virginia,
as well as our Prince Hall
counterpart. I hope that
we may continue to enjoy these peaceful relationships
and work together for the benefit of our Craft and its
members.
We will keep a vigilant watch on developments within
North America and other continents and maintain sound
relations with our friends in the Masonic family and stay
abreast of the several conflicts and misunderstanding that
our fraternity has been experiencing of late.
Brethren, the work is cut out for us for the year 2013, a
year that hopefully will register historically among the
several banner years experienced by this Grand Lodge.
With high hopes and determination we continue together
to build our Noble Fraternity.

GRAND MASTER’S MESSAGE

Our collective thoughts, prayers and actions will determine in the future, our contribution to the prosperity
and global consciousness of the world. We have a crucial
duty toward the new breed of Freemason attracted to
our ideals and seeking new horizons toward which to set
a course. These members seek an environment that will
foster positive outlook and spiritual growth. We are in a
peculiar position to affect the global consciousness of our
community and perhaps of the world.
Our Tenets are of immense value because they enable
us to develop a very discerning and analytical attitude
toward all events in life. Our personal growth depends
upon our ability to put to use the principles we are taught.
We should learn to look at life in universal terms rather
than through the limiting personal perspective we have
had previously. This enlargement of our awareness of the

universality of humanity reveals a breath of vision few
men acquire because most look at life with a very limited
range of vision.
Our trainings through the degrees and several Masonic
instructions should enable us to see things from a much
broader point of view, and it behooves us to allow this
tendency to grow gradually within our consciousness.
I therefore count on each one’s support and dedication
to push this Grand Lodge and its constituent Lodges to
greater heights by the end of this Masonic year 2013.
Finally, I ask each of you to join me in offering frequent
special prayers for the men and women engaged in
active military duties putting themselves in harm’s way
to defend our freedom and protect us against tyranny. n
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FROM THE GRAND SECRETARY

From the Grand Secretary

A Time of Renewal

O

ur year-end festivities culminating in the
installation of a new Grand Master, and ushering in a new administration, is a longstanding
tradition of celebrating our yearlong Masonic activities, followed by a period of quiet reflection and
resolve; reflection on the better and more.
While a new year beckons us with many promises, and hopeful vitality and optimism, the yearend
respite is a time to evaluate and reassess our
performance in a year
coming to an end.
Freemasonry depends
for its sustainability on
a respect and acknowledgment of our past,
coupled with a vision,
grounded in knowledge,
diversity and maturity
for the future; as such
we should accord the
“old year” its dues; use
it as a road map; learn
from the experience
gained and carry the
lessons of time with us,
keeping in mind that
new thoughts sprout
from fertile ground.

For Masons such resolutions mainly relate to our
desire for self-improvement, individually and collectively. The word “Renewal” best describes it all
and effective renewal, for an institution such as ours,
requires personal and group inventory, planning,
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Mansour Hatefi, PGM
Grand Secretary

Although it is still early enough in the year to make
resolutions, the intention here is not to suggest
new resolutions or focus on the old ones. Instead,
the aim is to take this
opportunity to present
some ideas and strategies that may very
well work as a guide to
further our cause as a
fraternity.

Effective renewal, for an
institution such as ours,
requires personal and
group inventory, planning, determination and
commitment: it is about
changing, growing,
improving; it is about
getting involved, making
a difference and staying
relevant.

With the approach of
a new year, we as men
and as Masons, like millions of other people,
make certain resolutions and at the end of
the year take a fresh
look at our record,
measured by our successes and failures. The assessment of the work left
on the Trestleboard helps us to sharpen our focus on
the old resolutions and/or make new ones.
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determination and commitment: it is about changing,
growing, improving; it is
about getting involved, and
staying relevant.

The future of our
organization depends
on today’s members.
Recognition and development of our core
resource – our people
– will provide the pathway to sustainability.
As a membershipdriven organization,
our focus should be to
enhance and improve
the experience of every
Freemason, making use
of all our resources,
based on our recognized values and ideals.

Dedication to Masonry,
our lodge, the community and the desire
to improve ourselves
should be a goal for all
Masons. The basic tenets of Freemasonry provide us
with the knowledge and guidelines to do so, as well as
the challenge to make a difference in society.
We should recognize, encourage and promote the
continuing commitment of our brethren to our fraternity, thus paving the way for the brethren to advance
to the level attainable for them, taking into account
their skills, experience and personal desires.

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN

We should also strive to attract and retain highly
motivated, engaged and diverse men to be part of
our organization, by providing a sage, supportive
and encouraging environment, both in and out of
the Lodge structure, and by helping them to realize their full potentials,
resulting in advancement,
fulfillment and enjoyment
within the Craft.
Every effort should be
made to provide the
means and environment
in which brethren can
improve their knowledge, capability and
understanding, through
programs and projects
that create a greater
appreciation of the principles of Freemasonry.
We should be open to and
receptive to such pro-

grams or projects that lodges may feel would add
strength to the personal and Masonic development
of members and overall plan of Masonry; regularly
evaluated and upgraded programs in which every
lodge would want to participate; programs that are
appealing and challenging to our lodges or their
officers and members in
line with the culture and
capabilities of each individual lodge.

Dedication to
Masonry, our lodge,
the community and
the desire to improve
ourselves should be a
goal for all Masons.

Success depends on two
things – Inspiration and
strategy. Each year heralds a new season of hope
and happiness. If you
have the inspiration and
the plan of action to fulfill those aspirations, you
can make this and every
New Year even better
than the year before. n

A Special Opportunity
for Federal Employees.

Please consider including the Masonic Foundation of the
District of Columbia as part of your charitable giving to the
Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). The CFC number for
the Masonic Foundation is 48808 and is listed in the “local
agencies” section of this year’s campaign catalog.
If you are not a Federal
Employee but know someone who is, please ask them
to consider our Masonic
Foundation.
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IS IT TIME FOR STEWARDSHIP?

Is It Time for Stewardship?

I

’ve often thought we Freemasons have given
short shrift to our Stewards. Historically, a
Steward was an officer of authority and great
responsibility, think the British Lord High Steward,
or Tolkien’s Stewards of Gondor. Somewhere along
the way, Stewards took a low path from right hand
of the monarch to sommeliers and inflight wait
staff. The lodge Steward, nowadays, often appears
relegated to the role of mere Masonic gopher,
shuttling candidates within the lodge, and food
and refreshment without. In those lodges with real,
installed Stewards, and not just Stewards du jour
for a particular conferral, or an empty chair with
the collar and jewel draped over the back, the office
is more often simply a first dues-paying step on that
path to pillar officer, Wardens and Master, where
the “real” glamour and power arefound, where “the
magic happens”. I think it’s an unfortunate evolution
of the office and its importance; Stewardship may
be our greatest responsibility to the Craft and
responsible Stewardship our greatest contribution.

It appears to me now may be the time to focus on
Stewardship, in the sense of responsible planning
and management of our Craft, particularly
Freemasonry in the District of Columbia.
Collectively, we’ve enjoyed a helluva decade. Since
2003, we’ve basked in the media spotlight of Messrs.
Brown’s and Hanks’s explorations of our myriad
plots and conspiracies (mostly imagined), as well as
Nick Cage’s of our vast, hidden holdings of precious
gems and metals (sadly, also imagined). In 2011,
we celebrated our 200th anniversary, with the
attendant fanfare, celebrations, and congratulatory
commemorative medallions and breast jewels. In
2012, we raised our BIC® lighters and called the
band back for an encore to celebrate the first year
of our third century. In the past decade, we’ve
commissioned art exhibits, hosted international
conferences, founded Grand Lodges across the
globe, chartered our annual constituent lodge and
minted our annual Honorary Past Senior Grand
Warden or Grand Emeritus, twinned ourselves nigh
unto exhaustion, and even planted our Grand Lodge
banner on distant soils. All pretty impressive for
four thousand and some members of our modest
planned city of 68 square miles.
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Still, we are Free Masons,
emulating the operative
designers, planners, and
builders who founded the
James T. Feezell
Craft, not the bed sheetDeputy Grand Master
clad, perennial revelers of
the Faber chapter of Delta Tau Chi. It appears to
me it may be time to nudge our brother in the South
to set down his column already, roll up our sleeves,
and set our collective attention to the business of
laying a solid and sustainable foundation for the
coming century. A survey of our lodges, constituent,
as well as Grand, and their accounts, suggests to me
we may be well served by some candid assessment
of the State of the Jurisdiction. The organization
that supports and embodies our ancient and gentle
Craft may want for some repointing. For cautionary
examples of extended hiatus of Stewardship in
our Craft, we need not look so far as the “recent
unpleasantness” across the Atlantic. Some of the
“aggressive” measures our sister jurisdictions have
implemented at the corner of Waning Membership
and Waxing Overhead ought suffice.
It appears to me the Grand Lodge, the Masters,
Wardens, Past Masters, and Past Grand Masters
of the jurisdiction, would do well to begin a frank
discussion about where we are today, including
ritually, operationally, and financially, and how that
compares not only to the vision of the Founders of
our Grand Lodge, but also our potential as a model
of excellence, both in our community and in the
Masonic fraternity. Are we, collectively, building
and improving, or coasting and depleting? How to
close the gaps between our current state and our
aspirational? What actions would the responsible
Steward undertake?
Reveling in the vineyards makes for a pleasant
respite, but it is the quarries and the temple where
the great works are built and the great builders
are cultivated. Let’s undertake the assessment and
labor that need be done to place our lodges and our
jurisdiction on a firm footing for our tercentennial.
If you have ideas, suggestions, or comments, please
contact me at jt@feezell.com. The Grand Master’s
and my door, phone, and inbox are always open to
ideas for the good of Masonry, as well as offers to
help labor in their implementation. n

WHAT I CARE ABOUT MOST

What I Care About Most:

A New Master’s Message to His Lodge

The following remarks were offered by WB Perry J. Blatstein on the occasion of
his installation as Master of William R. Singleton – Hope – Lebanon Lodge No. 7
on December 6, 2012.

I

’ve thought deeply about what I wanted to say on
the occasion of being installed as Master, and I’m
still not sure that I have the words right. Words
are important, I am aware of this.
I must also be aware that I am the youngest Master our Lodge has had. But I must not let this fact
affect my judgment, decision making, planning, or
leading of this Lodge. I’m also aware
and remember that only last year
did we celebrate our bicentennial anniversary, meaning
that only this year did we
start a new century of
our Lodge.
So I’ve thought to
myself, what do
I want my year
in the East to
be like? Should
it stand out
somehow, or
simply be just
the next year
in a progression
of
hundreds?
What is it that I
want my Brethren
to remember about
Masonic year 2013?
What do I care the most
about for the coming year?
Well, Lodges are formed in order
to initiate, pass, and raise new Brothers. And certainly growing our membership
is important. But it’s not what I care about the most.
And in order to initiate, pass, and raise new Brothers, we must put on degrees in hopefully flawless
presentations that leave a lasting impression on the
mind of the candidate. But ritual is not what I care
about most.
In Singleton and in Lodges around our jurisdiction
and around the world we commit ourselves to providing Masonic relief to our Brothers in need and

Perry J. Blatstein, Master
William R. Singleton – Hope –
Lebanon Lodge No. 7

engaging in acts of community service to better
those around us. But, you guessed it, charity and
service are not things that I care most about for next
year.

So what’s left? Having fun and memorable social
events for our members and their families is an important aspect of our Lodge. In the past
few years we’ve done an excellent
job of including our significant
others and children in our
events, as well as holding
Brothers-only events
that provide a great
opportunity
to
blow off steam in
a trusted setting.
But, even having
fun, is not what
I care about the
most.
What I care
about the most
is that each and
every
month
after a stated
communication,
after every social
and community service event, after a degree
conferral, a Grand Lodge
event we attend together, or
even after just a few Brothers get
together outside of Lodge to catch up,
what I care about the most is that the individuals who
attended leave saying to themselves “I am a better
person for having gone today.” I care the most that
each person learns something, shares knowledge
they already had, or feels more fulfilled than they did
prior to their attendance. Ultimately my Brethren, it
is not how many events we have or even the quality
of those events, but whether our members want to
come back for more that determine the greatness of
our Lodge. n
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A TRANSIENT POPULATION

A Transient Population

T

he Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of
the District of Columbia is unique among Grand
Lodges. We say that often, but how are we unique?
In what ways does our exceptionality shape us and guide
us? We do not often, or perhaps ever, carefully assess
our strengths and our weaknesses. One quite notable
characteristic arises from the fact that we are the world’s
only city-state Grand Lodge, as our Right Worship Grand
Secretary, the Most Worshipful Mansour Hatefi, so wisely
points out. That city that is not quite a state is Washington, of the District of Columbia. This city is a place
of great and continual transition, and as
a result its population is transient. This
is especially true among those in their
twenties and thirties who form the greatest portion of the men we raise as Masons
in our lodges.
These Masons are young. They are students.
They are in the military and diplomatic services. They
come as interns and stay for their first professional jobs.
They come to D.C. out of college or graduate school
ready to start the adventure of their careers. They are
single. They are newly married. They often leave the
metropolitan area, at least for a time, just when we have
invested our lodges’ time, strength, and affection in
making them Masons. Indeed they often leave just when
we have truly begun to invest ourselves personally and
individually in them and they in us. An example can
flesh this out for us.
A photo sits in my study showing four newly raised brethren sporting their aprons as Master Masons. A fifth stands
a bit apart. He has just served as the Senior Deacon in the
Second Section of the Third degree. This is the Class of
June 2006 of William R. Singleton-Hope-Lebanon Lodge
No. 7 and I was King Solomon, as was my role for nearly
every class in our Lodge between 2000 and 2009. Where
are these young men today?
One man left DC almost immediately for a graduate
degree. A second moved to California three years later to
pursue his career and better care for his growing family.
The third moved this fall to North Carolina when his wife
was offered a great work opportunity. The fourth is still
an active, talented and respected member of our Lodge.
The fifth brother, whom I had raised in a previous class,
had to drop out of the progressive line due to a change in
his work responsibilities. He remains a member and hopes
the day will come when he can become active again.
It hurts when such men leave us. We truly give them
friendship and affection with our time and our knowledge.
Of these men who are no long among us at Singleton, I
had officiated at the marriage of two, continue to be a
mentor at a distance to another and greatly enjoyed the
collegial nature of a good friendship with the fourth. The
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one who remains active brings
precious gifts to our Lodge. I
remain friends with all these no
longer quite so young Masons.
This class is not unique. The

Kenneth D. Fuller
Junior Grand Warden

brother who
presided in the
East at my Initiation had been
a member less
than a year and
moved
back
to his home
country before
another
year
was over. In our last
class at Singleton,
one has already been
transferred to California. Every year,
it seems, some
one we count on
moves away.
What shall we
do? Shall we, in
guarding the West
Gate, require a
pledge that a candidate intends to
remain in the metropolitan area for a
minimum time? Shall
we require a deposit,
forfeited if they move away
within five or ten or twenty years?
Such solutions are obviously absurd. Yet we
raise a number of good and true young men who leave
us within a few months or years after they receive our
fraternal embrace. Is this a negative? A failure? A curse?

A TRANSIENT POPULATION

A problem? No! It is simply a reality, a part of our identity
not shared by every Grand Lodge!
It is my opinion that this is a positive characteristic of our
Grand Lodge. We make Masons for the entire country.
Wherever these brethren travel they
bring DC Freemasonry. They bring a
part of YOUR Lodge with them wherever they settle.
Even if they do not affiliate immediately, Masons who have experienced
excellent ritual, who have been mentored, who have learned and lived
the lessons of the Blue Lodge,
York Rite, and Scot-

tish Rite, will improve any community they join. They
will be better husbands and fathers. They will, I trust, live
out of the Lodge the values inculcated within its walls.
These men will put into practice the spiritual truths we
all employ as Masons. And I am confident many will join
a Lodge when they are settled. Others will return to us,
wiser, more experienced and even more ready to lead.
How can we know this to be true? Because the same
Grand Architect who plucks brethren from us transplants
others into our midst. Which of us does not have an honored Masonic brother raised in another Grand Lodge?
In No. 7, three of our last seven Masters (including the
incumbent) came from “away”. Our present Grand Master and immediate Past Grand Master came to us from
New York!
Many of our Lodges benefit from national and international constituencies, whereby the Grand Lodge of the
District of Columbia truly enjoys a universal brotherhood that is not limited to that one annual weekend
when we celebrate this great characteristic of our Grand
Lodge. And so, many of the young Masons who move
away from us retain, with great commitment, their
memberships in their “Mother” Lodges.
A City-state Grand Lodge, with a
significant number of
colleges and university
students, with a large
military
presence,
which is in the nation’s
capital with its varied
branches and agencies,
and with a increasingly
vital media and business
presence, will attract young, and
by necessity transient, men who
NEED Freemasonry. The Grand
Lodge of the District of Columbia is
by its nature a school of the Masonic arts
for the nation and indeed the world.
This is an area of growth for us and
I urge you to embrace it, and to own
it as an important part of our identity
as a Grand Lodge.
This article is based on anecdotal evidence to be sure.
We do not track the “outcome” of our work of making
Masons. Until such a study can be done, every lodge in
this Grand Lodge must go on faith and treat every brother
who comes to us as a potential master and grand master… somewhere. It is our duty to live up to our calling
to welcome, teach, mentor, befriend and love the men
who knock at the West Gate. And should such young men
move to the Eastern Shore or the West Coast, to a foreign
clime or indeed the antipodes, they will always be Masons
of the Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia. n
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Fraternal Kinship

by the late MWB L. Robert Baker,
Grand Master 1987

The Story of California Lodge No. 13 (now No. 1)

T

his is the story of a lodge that was chartered in
the District of Columbia but never opened its
doors here: California Lodge No. 13. But let us
first set the stage:
These Masons are young. They are students. They are
in the military and diplomatic services. They come
as interns and stay for their first professional jobs.
They come to D.C. out of college or graduate school ready to start the adventure
of their careers. They are single. They
are newly married. They often leave
the metropolitan area, at least for a
time, just when we have invested our
lodges’ time, strength, and affection
in making them Masons. Indeed they
often leave just when we have truly
begun to invest ourselves personally
and individually in them and they in
us. An example can flesh this out for us.
In early June,
1848, President James
Knox
Polk,
who was a
Mason, first
heard of the
discovery
of gold in
California;
this, just prior to the retirement of the
American Army from the war with
Mexico. As of this time the news of
the gold discovery had not become
general news. However, President
Polk appointed William Van Voorhies of Washington, D.C., as the
assistant Postmaster General for the
newly acquired territory of California.
A Mason by the name of Samuel Atlee
was appointed as Postmaster of San
Francisco.

Warden. And here we run into some problems. Brother
Atlee resigned his appointment as Postmaster of San
Francisco and further did decline to travel to California
at that time. MWB Benjamin Brown French, Grand
Master, then appointed WB Lee Stowell as the Master
on November 23, 1848. It should be noted that Brother
Stowell was an officer in “the New Jerusalem Lodge No.
9. He soon resigned from that Lodge and also the
job of Master of California Lodge No. 13.
It should be noted that Grand Lodges
and Grand Masters from the shores
of the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf
of Mexico furnished a good number
of charters and dispensations for
“Travelling Lodges”, with authority
to make Masons enroute and after
they arrived at their destinations,
where they might settle and become
permanent lodges.
Western Star
Lodge No. 98 of
Missouri, which
was chartered
to be located
at Benton City,
California, a
town
existing
scarcely
on paper, had
been brought through the crossing of
the country by its charter officers, who,
however, did not learn of the discovery of gold until they learned it from
emigrant gold seekers from Oregon
and within the confines of California.
Another chartered lodge on the
Pacific coast, Multnomah Lodge No.
84, under the Grand Lodge of Missouri,
was the first to arrive and set up business at Oregon City, Oregon. Other lodges
followed:

At its annual meeting on The fraternal kinship and history between the Grand
Connecticut Lodge No. 75,
November 7, 1848, the Lodges of the District of Columbia and California are
forever linked by the story of California Lodge.
chartered on January, 31,
Grand Lodge of the Dis1849, was followed by New
trict of Columbia chartered
Jersey Lodge U.D.(dispensation granted March 1,
“California Lodge No. 13”, to be located in the Town
1849), which was bound for California via the Isthmus
of San Francisco in upper California. The first named
of Panama. Pacific Lodge U.D., subsequently named
Master was Samuel Atlee with William Van Voorhies
“Benecia Lodge”, landed at Benecia, California and
as Senior Warden and Bedney McDonald as the Junior
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had been granted dispensation by the Grand Master
of Louisiana on June 5, 1849, who also issued a dispensation to “Davy Crocket Lodge”, which was to be
located in San Francisco. Illinois granted a dispensation for a travelling lodge, which came across the
plains and was located at Marysville, California. The
Grand Lodge of Wisconsin chartered a lodge by the
name of”Lafayette”, which found its home in Nevada
City, California. There were many other lodges, most
of which lasted only for a short time. New Hampshire
chartered a travelling lodge, as did Rhodes Island and
the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. These existed only
temporarily and were not considered as permanent
organizations.
But back to California Lodge No. 13. Five days after
receiving his appointment
Worshipful Brother Stowell
was enroute to California
via the Isthmus of Panama,
having taken a ship from
New York City. After a
somewhat slow voyage in
both the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans and a nightmarish
crossing of the Isthmus of
Panama, Stowell and his
treasured Lodge charter
arrived in San Francisco on
February 28, 1849. According to his well-kept diary,
he complained bitterly of
the food aboard ship and
the discomfort of crossing
the Isthmus. The diary also
reveals that during his first
year he performed extensive travel in California, and
was elected to the legislature which met in San Jose
from December 15, 1849 to April 12, 1850.

had a full house. A committee was appointed to secure
a room, etc.”
However, California Lodge No. 13 was still months
away. This was an informal meeting of Masons from
a dozen or more jurisdictions, a preliminary meeting,
such as hundreds of other lodges held in this state
prior to their organization. It was not until November
10th that anything really began to take shape. A meeting place had been found in the attic of a two-story
frame building at 247 Montgomery Street. And once
again Stowell is concerned with nothing but Masonry:
“Have a new room; we are preparing to open a lodge
on Thursday evening next. Am anxious to get open
and at work; it’s rainy, and all took a hand at sewing
carpet for the lodge room, hard work. We all got a
back pain.” The next day
he wrote that he had nailed
down the carpet and fixed
the lodge room.

This is the story of
a lodge that was
chartered in the
District of Columbia
but never opened its
doors here: California
Lodge No. 13.

It was not until June 27, 1849, that Stowell’s diary
had anything to say about Masons or Masonry. Among
other entries for that day, he wrote: “Tried to get a
few Masons together, I think we shall get a meeting
soon. Hope so, at least, but everybody has so much to
attend to. They can’t stop for anything save gold or its
equivalent.”
Plainly Masons were no different from anybody else in
their susceptibility to the charms of the yellow metal.
But by July 30th, things seemed to be looking up a
bit. Masonry, however, was his sole thought when he
made the following entry: “This evening at R. M. Price,
the first Master Masons’ meeting was held to take the
initiatory step preparatory to establishing a lodge. We

To so enthusiastic a Mason
as Stowell, the succeeding four days must have
dragged by with the speed
of a glacier, but finally the
15th arrived and that evening before going to bed he
jubilantly set down in his
diary: “Opened California
Lodge No. 13 this evening,
a large attendance though
the going was very bad;
a good meeting. The first
Masonic lodge in California
met in our new hall; fitted
it myself.”

He had a good reason to
be jubilant. The weather was terrible, but he did have
good attendance and he did have a good meeting.
There were eight members of California Lodge No. 13,
all of whom served as officers; and 37 visitors from 21
jurisdictions of the United States, Canada and England.
Of all the brothers who signed the petition for the charter, only the Senior Warden, William Van Voorhies, was
present to assist him.
According to Brother William Schuyler Moses, who
founded the Order of the Eastern Star in California, the
Lodge was hardly a commodious one. The building in
which it was located was about twenty-eight feet wide
and forty feet long. The sides of the lodge room, owing
to the slope of the roof were very low, leaving only
about four feet between the floor and the rafters. The
brethren sat on benches along the sides and whenever
a brother got up to speak he had to move forward three
or four steps to enable him to stand upright. Since
continued on next page
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An early image of San Francisco in the days the Gold Rush and the establishment of California Lodge and
the Grand Lodge of California.

there was no lath for plaster, walls and ceiling were
lined with chintz fabric, made for the china trade and
decorated with gorgeous Chinese asters and impossible
peacocks. For illumination, candles were set in crudely
made tin sconces or wall brackets.
Only the Master and Wardens had chairs, and the
Master’s lectern was an up-ended packing box. So was
the altar, which was draped with the Stars and Stripes
on which rested the Great Lights of Masonry. The
altar lights were candles set into a crude candelabrum
fashioned of pieces of 4x4 scantling and probably made
by the Master himself. Its base was just a piece of old
board about one foot square. The desks of the secretary and the treasurer, if they could be called desks,
were also crude and lighted by candles held by nails
to a piece of board about four inches square. This was
truly a humble beginning for what was to become one
of California’s greatest lodges.
By June 1850, the brethren had moves to what they
called their new hall. This was situated at what would
now be 130 Kearney Street, not far from Pine Street.
The Voice of Freemasonry
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This hall was jointly occupied with members of the
Independent Order of Odd Fellows and also occasionally used as a synagogue. In 1852 they were meeting in
a still newer hall. It was a two-story brick building on
the south side of Washington Street. This must have
been its best meeting place, for the Grand Lodge of
California also met there on occasions.
As previously noted, California Lodge No. 13 was called
to order by the Worshipful Master Stowell at 7:00 p.m.,
on November 7, 1849, just a little over a year since it
was chartered. At the second meeting of the Lodge
held on December 7, 1849, at the Masonic Hall on
Montgomery Street, applications for membership were
received and there being no objections to their being
admitted, the Worshipful Master declared each to be
duly admitted as members of the Lodge. A petition for
the degrees from a Mr. Henry F. Williams was received
and referred to an investigative committee. His was the
first petition for degrees received in this or any other
lodge in California.

FRATERNAL KINSHIP

California Lodge, which carried Masonry from the Atlantic coast to
the Pacific coast of the United States, is very much alive and active
today in the City of San Francisco, in California.
At a meeting on December 9, 1849, a committee on
by-laws was appointed and at the next meeting on
December 13th, the by-laws were adopted. The bylaws provided for the following fees: for the Entered
Apprentices Degree $50.00; for the Fellowcraft Degree
$25.00; for the Master Mason Degree $40.00 or a total
of $115.00 for the three Degrees. But on receiving
Degrees, the candidate was not yet a member of the
Lodge. He had to apply for affiliation and pay a fee of
$10.00. The fee for the Fellowcraft Degree conferred
upon an Entered Apprentice from another lodge was
$40.00; and that of a Master Mason Degree from
another lodge was $50.00. In addition thereto, when
an extra meeting was called at the request of a brother
receiving any Degree, he had to pay the expenses of
the evening. Monthly dues were $3.00.
On the meeting of December 20, 1849, petitioner Williams was the first to be elected to receive Degrees. Up
to the organization of the Grand Lodge of California on
April 19, 1850, the Lodge had held a total of 66 regular
and 24 special meetings. During its lifetime, California
Lodge No. 13, admitted 26 new members by affiliation

while 16 candidates were initiated, seven passed to the
Degree of Fellowcraft and eight raised to the sublime
Degree of Master Mason.
California Lodge No. 13 was chartered under the Grand
Lodge of California as California Lodge No. 1, on May
23, 1850. It should be noted that the first Grand Master
of the Grand Lodge of California, MWB Jonathan Drake
Stevenson, was a member of California Lodge No. 13.
WB Stowell was the second Grand Treasurer, and
also the second Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge
of California. During its life as California Lodge No. 1,
this Lodge has furnished many Grand Lodge officers,
including several Grand Masters, numerous judges,
senators and legislators. This Worshipful Lodge, which
carried Masonry from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific
coast of the United States, is very much alive and active
today in the City of San Francisco, in California.
Editor’s Note: The close kinship between the Grand
Lodges of California and the District of Columbia
will be further explored in the next issue of this
publication. n
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Fraternal Fellowship
What follows is the response of MWB Gerald E. Piepiora, Grand Master of Maryland, on behalf of the
distinguished guests and Masonic dignitaries at the DC Grand Lodge’s December 8th, 2012 Third
Communication.

M

ost Worshipful Grand Master, Right Worshipful Deputy Grand Master, Grand Masters all,
honored guests, ladies, visitors, quite a turnout. Before I make comments on behalf of the visiting
dignitaries this evening; fresh in my mind, Grand
Master, is the opportunity you gave us this morning to visit the Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington
National Cemetery. I had never had an opportunity
to be that close or partake in wreath laying Tomb
of the Unknowns, and
read the inscription
about their names known
only to God. Things go
through your mind about
hoping we don’t have
another one of those
and hoping that our men
throughout the world
are appreciated, no matter where they serve. I
know that the Americans
among this most exalted
international gathering
are very proud and honored this evening and we
will always remember our
military men and women
that are serving throughout the world. Thank you,
Most Worshipful Sir, for
allowing us to participate
in that very meaningful
ceremony.

two jurisdictions. The Grand Lodge of Washington
DC is the only Grand Lodge founded and sponsored
by the Grand Lodge of Maryland.

You know we always talk about Washington DC being
the center of American politics – and political intrigues
have always been a part of the news coming from the
nation’s capital. So I did some research, not only
using Maryland historians, but also historians from
Washington DC, and I discovered political intrigue
goes back a lot farther
than we may be aware.
When you look back into
Maryland’s version of the
DC Grand Lodge’s founding, you read about the
same lodges that Washington DC references.
There is the story of the
four Maryland lodges and
one Virginia lodge that
met during the winter of
1810 and early 1811, all
the while under the auspices of the Grand Lodge
of Maryland. Soon, they
sent an emissary from
Washington to sell the
idea of their forming a
new Grand Lodge and
to make sure that their
activities would preserve
MWB Gerald E. Piepiora,
proper harmony and
Grand Master of Masons in Maryland
As the Grand Master said,
accord and be recognized
I am probably the youngby the Grand Lodge of
est Grand Master in the crowd, the newbie, having
Maryland. Finally in late spring, the Grand Lodge of
served now just over three weeks. Maybe after this
Maryland did recognize and issue a charter to the
evening I won’t be the newbie anymore. But I think
Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia. That’s one
that either because I was the newest Grand Master,
side of the history.
or because maybe I’m from Maryland, the Grand
However, if you read Washington DC’s version of
Master asked me to say a few words. I wanted to
history, the same group of lodges began meeting
make sure that there was no ritual or tradition about
at about the same time, but they themselves deterhaving the newest Grand Master, so I did a little bit
mined that it was right and expeditious to form a
of research using the ultimate historian in the District
Grand Lodge of Washington DC, and they traveled
of Columbia, “Brother” Dan Brown (said tongue-inboth to Maryland and to Virginia to present their
cheek), and I couldn’t find anything there about the
newly drafted constitution and, in effect, their fait
protocol for a new Grand Master giving comments, so
accompli. In this version, there is no mention of
I thought I might offer a bit of history between our
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emissaries and consultations. A new Grand Lodge
on the Potomac River was created, and we do still
consider it our child – a two hundred year old child
– but what’s a couple of hundred years? We’re very
proud of what our DC Brethren have accomplished
in those two centuries and the future looks bright for
Freemasonry in the nation’s capital.
You know, if we fast-forward until today, and you
look at the jurisdictions of Delaware, Maryland,
and the District of Columbia, and you add up all of
their members, you only come up to about 25,000.
Compared to some of our sister jurisdictions that
have 100,000 or more, we’re just small segments
of our Masonic fraternity. Yet we’re pretty good at
practicing our Craft. I see what Washington DC has
been doing and, as their Mother Lodge, we are most
proud of the programs, the efforts, the increase in
membership, the philanthropy programs like the
coat and toy drive for kids completed just last night,
are truly outstanding. We are proud to be associated
with Washington DC, and I think over the next year
or two we may have some more programs for the
region, consisting of Delaware, Maryland, and the

District of Columbia. It’s a very exciting time for us.
Our jurisdictions are growing. More and more men
joining our fraternity are younger, eager to learn, but
on the other hand are much more knowledgeable
than we were when we joined. So if we do our job,
and if we mentor these fine young men as they come
through our fraternity, there is no telling if we will
ever get restore our ranks to the glory days in the
early 1960s. It’ll take some time. But it’s a great time
now to be a Mason.
So on behalf of my wife, Lady Denise, we wish all
the visitors, all the jurisdictions, a wonderful holiday season and an outstanding New Year. We wish
for our Most Worshipful Grand Master much success and joy in his retirement. Grand Master, the
history now belongs to you, and to your successor.
Right Worshipful Deputy Grand Master, the future
of Washington DC will shortly be in your hands. All
of us wish for you sir, the best term and time you
might have. And your friends and neighbors and
brothers throughout this room are here to support
you and be of any help, any assistance we can be.
Thank you brothers! n

The Grand Lodge Medal of Freedom
Citation for Honorable David Bryan Sentelle

T

he Grand Master and the Grand Lodge
F.A.A.M. of Washington, DC takes great pride
and pleasure in extending special recognition
to the life and professional contributions of the
Honorable David Bryan Sentelle, Chief Judge of the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit.
Judge Sentelle was born in 1943 in Canton, North
Carolina to Horace Richard Sentelle, Jr. and Maude
Ray Sentelle. His father was a mill worker, and it
has been said that the core values instilled by his
family have illuminated his career on the bench.
Judge Sentelle attended both college and law school
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
where he earned his undergraduate degree in 1965,
and his law degree with Honors in 1968. Following
a brief period in private practice, he was appointed
an Assistant United States Attorney in Charlotte,
North Carolina in January of 1970.
He began his distinguished judicial career on the
State bench of North Carolina as a District Court
Judge from 1974 to 1977. He then returned to the private practice of law until again called to the bench
in 1985, with his appointment to the United States

District Court for
the Western District
of North Carolina in
Asheville, by President Ronald Reagan.
In 1987, in recognition
of his legal acumen and judicial
scholarship he was
nominated, again by
President Reagan,
to a position on the Honorable David Bryan Sentelle
United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, and
in September of that year his appointment was
confirmed by an 87 – 0 vote of the United States
Senate. He has continued to serve on that bench to
the present day.
His tenure on the bench of the D.C. Circuit has
been marked by significant contributions to federal
jurisprudence and practice. During his long service
from 1992 through 2006 as the Presiding Judge for
the Purpose of Appointed Independent Counsels, he
was involved in the selection of independent counsel who performed significant investigations of the
actions of Presidents and other officials in the execcontinued on next page
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renowned good humor and integrity. But it was his
role as the presiding Judge over a case involving
an attempted camp-out at a National Park by
“a loose conglomeration of hippies, neohippies, pseudo-hippies and general
eccentrics” that earned his Honor an
unofficial judicial title as reflected
in his 2002 book, Judge Dave and
the Rainbow People.

The Grand Lodge’s
Medal of Freedom

utive branch. He has served as Chair of the United
States Judicial Conference Committee on Judicial
Security. He serves as the Chair of the Executive
Committee of the U.S. Judicial Conference.
He is known both for opinions limiting judicial
review in combat zones under the habeas corpus
clause, and in requiring reliable evidence under
the Detainee Treatment Act for qualification as
enemy combatants. Judge Sentelle continues to be
one of the foremost jurists in matters of national
security law, and as recently as last month served
on a panel that declined the retroactive application
of international law in prosecutions for war crimes.
His even-handed and considered decisions in this
controversial area of the law demonstrate a resolutely independent approach to his vital role in the
judiciary. His Honor may have critics in the political
community, but no one can say that such criticism
plays any role in his consideration of the rights of
the litigants who appear before him.
His position on the D.C. Circuit has placed him at
the center of much of the nation’s most visible and
contentious litigation, a role that he serves with
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Judge Sentelle’s service has
extended to the education of
young lawyers as an adjunct
professor of law at the law
schools of the University of
North Carolina, and Florida
State, at the Department of
Criminal Justice at the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte, and at the George
Mason University School of
Law. He enjoys acclaim from his
profession, having served as a
member of the American Inns of
Court Foundation and President of
the Edward Bennett Williams Inns of
Court in Washington, D.C. Among his
numerous awards and recognitions, he is the
recipient of the 2008 American Inns of Court
Professionalism award for the District of Columbia
Circuit.
This occasion also provides us with the rare opportunity to acknowledge him as a Brother Mason.
In 1971 he was Initiated, Passed and Raised to
the Sublime Degree in Excelsior Lodge No. 261
of Charlotte, NC, where he remains a forty-one
year member. As the Honorable Chief Judge of the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, his reputation for professionalism and integrity has distinguished him among his
peers. Before the society as a whole, he provides
a sterling example of judicial independence that
underscores the importance of the judicial branch
of our government in the federal plan. We like to
think that the lessons of our degrees have played a
role in his achievements, but we are certain that his
achievements have done the Craft honor, and are a
source of pride for all of us who are familiar with his
exemplary career.
It is a source of great pleasure to the Grand Master
and honor to our Grand Lodge, to present the 2012
Grand Lodge Medal of Freedom to our Brother and
the Honorable David Bryan Sentelle. n

GRAND LODGE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

RWB Sheldon I. Rappeport Receives
Grand Lodge Distinguished Service Award
On November 17, 2012, the Grand Lodge elected RWB Sheldon I. Rappeport, Grand Lecturer Emeritus,
to receive the Grand Lodge Distinguished Service Award. The presentation was made by MWB Joseph
Crociata at the Grand Lodge’s Third Communication on December 8, 2013. What follows is an excerpt
of the citation produced for the occasion.

W

ork was still hard to find in Brooklyn in 1941.
Arthur Rappeport applied for work at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard as a canvas worker. He was
informed that he could get a job, but at the Washington
Navy Yard instead. He made arrangements to go to
Washington by himself and left wife Celia and daughter
Barbara with Celia’s family in Brooklyn. Several months
later, he was able to bring the family
to Washington. Sheldon was born in
Washington in 1946.

Sheldon’s early Masonic activity was mostly limited to
teaching catechism to new Brethren. His ritual ability
was recognized and he was appointed as the lodge’s
assistant Degree Director. In 1985, Sheldon found that
he would have time to be able to get more active in the
lodge. He was appointed Senior Steward and eventually served as Master in 1989 and subsequently in
2001. He has usually served as ritual
instructor while not
serving in another
office.

In 1953 Arthur learned about Freemasonry and Samuel Gompers
He joined Sojourner
Lodge No. 45 from a next door
Kilwinning Lodge
neighbor. He petitioned the Lodge
No. 1798, where
and soon became active. Gompers
he was appointed
Lodge was and has continued to be
Director of Ceremovery family oriented. As Sheldon
nies and served in
observed the relationship among
that capacity for two
the Brethren it became very clear
years. He affiliated with
that he would want to join the
Washington Daylight
lodge, too. While serving in the
Lodge No. 14 and
Army at Fort Bragg, NC, he was
served as Master
home on a three-day pass on his
there in 2007 as
21st birthday (the minimum age to
well as serving frepetition at that time). Arthur (who
quently as Master
was then Senior Warden) asked
of Ceremonies. He is
Sheldon if he would like to have his
also a member of JeruRWB Sheldon I.
degree fees paid as a birthday pressalem Lodge No. 3000.
Rappeport
ent enabling him to petition and
He received the Capitular Degrees
join the lodge. He happily accepted.
in Mt. Pleasant Chapter No. 13,
This allowed Sheldon to act as installing Mater of CerRoyal Arch Masons and served as High Priest in 1990
emonies to present his father for installation as Master
and subsequently as Treasurer for several years. He
of the lodge later that year.
joined the Scottish Rite in Washington and was invested
In 1970 Joan and Sheldon were married. They have two
as KCCH in 2007. He is also a Noble in Almas Shriners.
daughters. Julia was born in 1973 and Mary in 1977.
Several lodges have recognized him for his assistance
The marriage was dissolved in 1994. He married Dinky
with ritual by awarding him with honorary memberships.
in 2008.
The first of which was Lafayette (now LafayetteAfter leaving the military, Sheldon worked for AmeriDupont) Lodge No. 19 making him an honorary member
can Security Corporation, eventually managing the
before he had served in the Oriental Chair.
mortgage servicing department. He later worked for
In 1997, MWB Robert Drechsler appointed him Deputy
Automatic Data Processing, where he was trained in
Grand Lecturer. He served in that capacity for seven
computer programming. When that business unit was
of the next ten years. In 2007, he was elected Grand
spun off, he took his programming skills to Deltek, Inc.,
Lecturer. When the current Grand Lecturer was
where he still works.
elected the following year, Sheldon was elected Grand
Lecturer Emeritus. n
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DC MASONS PROVIDE COATS AND TOYS TO LOCAL CHILDREN

DC Masons Provide Coats
and Toys to Local Children
The MISSION: Gather new toys and coats for
needy children in Washington DC.
The TIMEFRAME: Two months

W

hat kind of response would you expect from
the 4,000+ members of our Grand Lodge?

printed special “Masonic
Holiday-themed” statioMichael D. Nicholas, Sr.
Junior Grand Steward
nery that could be used
for the personal note. The
instructions for the drive were simple:
• Give some serious thought to identify someone in
your life whose influence during your childhood put
you on the path that eventually led you to kneel at a
Masonic altar.

But first, here is a quick history lesson:
For many years our Past Grand Master, Joe Crociata, and his wife
Susan have prac• With that person
ticed what they’ve
in mind, purchase
preached. They
a new toy and coat
started a famfor a child. Then
ily tradition that
write a personal
incorporated toy
note to that person
and coat-giving
and thank them
with the act of
for the difference
writing a letter to
they made in your
someone who has
life, explaining
inspired or helped
that a child was
them. In that letenjoying a new
ter, Joe and Susan
coat and toy that
would
explain
holiday because of
that, in thanks and
their kindness in
recognition, they
your life.
were donating a
• Share the story
toy and coat to a
behind the note
needy child that
with your family
holiday season.
and loved ones,
Their annual colparticularly your
lection of toys and
children.
coats had grown
into a very large
• The final step,
MWB Mansour Hatefi looks at the display of toys and coats that fill the
effort for just two
of course, involved
front of the stage at the Annual Banquet.
people, organized
the logistics of
year-long in their home in Cape May, New Jersey.
collecting and delivering the items to the chosen
Convinced that the meaning behind such a collection
charities: The U.S. Marine Corps’ Toys for Tots, and
effort could be translated to something Masonic in
Safe Shores, a Washington DC-based Children’s’
nature, and involve personal exploration and growth,
Advocacy Center.
Joe and Susan wanted to share the idea with our
So how did we do? Take a look at the pictures! (See
Grand Lodge.
photos on page 22.) The Grand Lodge basement
Back to our story… The idea for the drive was
was overflowing with items, and the stage at the
introduced to Grand Lodge members at the SepAnnual Banquet was an explosion of color! Many
tember Annual Masonic Family Picnic by First Lady
more toys and coats were brought to the Grand BallSusan, who stressed the meaning of giving the gifts
room at the Renaissance Hotel. The toys were piled
over the act itself. The concept was not your typiall around the stage, and there were four large coat
cal coat and/or toy drive. Susan also designed and
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racks that were so full that the floor beneath them
was piled up with the overflow.
Four Marines showed up in Dress Blues with a
U-Haul truck, and they managed to get all of the
toys stacked into the back of the truck by the end of
the banquet. (Although, it must be duly noted, they
stayed to enjoy the Grand Lodge hospitality suite.)
The coats were gratefully accepted for Safe Shores
by Ms. Michelle Booth Cole, Executive Director.
Thank you to the team that performed a small miracle by moving all of the items from the Grand Lodge
building to the hotel in three too-small vehicles:
Bro. Peter Brusoe, Bro. Jason Shelley and his friend
Jenny, Bro. Kalifa Ouattara, and Maryann Nicholas.
That team was met at the Renaissance Hotel by
another energetic team from Maynilad Lodge
No.1521: Bro. Alex Mendoza, Bro. Oscar Lomibao,

Bro. Epi Coloma, Bro. Armin Grepo, Bro. Al Ramos,
and Bro. Nestor Velasquez. They helped move everything up from the parking garage to the ballroom,
and helped set up the items around the stage.
In addition to the above Brethren, the following
men also helped to clear the items from the floor
and get them outside to the Marines and to Safe
Shores: Bro. George Reid, Bro. Jay Walker, Bro. Ron
Leggett, WBro. Arash Dashtaray, MWB Jesse Villarreal, WBro. Julio Castro, and Mr. Brock Nusser and
Mr. Evgueni Erchov. Finally, thank you to Ms. Maja
Ferrari, the hotel event manager, who made everything easy!
The entire event was an impressive display by our
Grand Lodge. As to the “personal growth” aspect,
please see the attached story by MWB Richard
Fletcher. n
see photos on next page

Making a Difference:
One Brother’s Experience with the
Grand Lodge’s Coat and Toy Drive for Children

A

s part of the Grand Lodge’s Coat and Toy
Drive program for the 2012 Christmas Season
I sent the following letter to a father and son:

“I’m a former Vermonter now living in Silver
Spring, Maryland, a suburb of Washington, DC.
I’m also a Freemason and member of the Grand
Lodge of DC, which has undertaken a special
outreach program this holiday season to distribute coats and toys to needy children in the DC
area. The gifts are to be donated in honor and
memory of someone who made a positive difference in the giver’s life.
Please know that a child will receive a winter
coat in memory of your Dad and Grandad –
Glenn “Pappy” Skiff.
I was a student at Cambridge High School
graduating in 1953. It was my great pleasure
to take a number of courses taught by Mr. Skiff.
(Even then I really liked and respected him.)
While he taught me many things he especially
influenced me by making observations that have
really helped me in life, in fact one came shortly
after graduation.
I clearly remember him talking about the difficulty one can face when breaking away from

the “protective home enviRichard E. Fletcher
ronment.” This observation
Past Grand Master
really helped me when, as a
somewhat scared 18 year old, I was in the Navy
and at “boot camp.” Those words helped me to
carry on then and at many other times as well.
Mr. Skiff had a way of getting through to me and
I remember him very fondly.
Be very proud of him and what he did for his
students!”
Shortly after sending this letter our phone rang
and my wife Judy answered it and quickly said
to me: “Dick, I think this call is for you, but I’m
having a hard time understanding the caller.” It
was the grandson of Mr. Skiff, the teacher I wrote
about. His response was so emotional that he had
to talk to me while actually sobbing. He was very
fond of his grandfather and had great difficulty
expressing his appreciation for my letter because
of his emotions. It turns out that the young man
is a student at the University of Vermont, enrolled
in a Doctoral Program. He is also a member of a
lodge in Burlington, Vermont, which is sister to my
Mother Lodge.
What a response! I congratulate the Grand Lodge of
DC on a program that really worked. n
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The basement of the Grand Lodge overflows with
the many donations of toys and coats (above).
The many donated toys and coats that will make
its way to the Annual Banquet (right).

A front view of the stage at
the Annual Banquet shows an
impressive display.
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Masonry Helps Prevent Alzheimer’s

M

Walter Benesch, PM
LaFayette-Dupont Lodge No. 19

asonry can help prevent Alzheimer’s disease!
How? Read on!

which are part of the encouraged activities advocated
by the AFA.

What is Alzheimer’s? According to the Alzheimer’s Foundation (AFA) (www.alzfdn.org):

Masonry is, by its very nature, a social activity. The
involvement in the meetings in the activities outside the
lodge and special events allows our Lodge members to
have a continued contact with friends and brothers with
whom they can interact and have fun with. There is an
occasional stimulating conversations, discussion, activity
planning and/or simply enjoying the company of other
Masons, all of which contribute to mental stimuli thereby
decreasing the threat of Alzheimer’s.

• Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive, degenerative
disorder that attacks the brain’s nerve cells, or neurons,
resulting in loss of memory, thinking and language skills,
and behavioral changes.
• These neurons, which produce the brain chemical, or
neurotransmitter, acetylcholine, break connections with
other nerve cells and
ultimately die (often
due to lesions caused
by neurofibrillary tangles and plaques).
• Alzheimer’s disease
is the most common
cause of dementia,
or loss of intellectual
function, among people aged 65 and older.
• Alzheimer’s disease
is not a normal part
of aging.

Our meetings should
have interesting and
entertaining
programs and activities
for the members and
the families. The
programs
should
include stimulating
talks, where possible including visual
stimuli such as photos, illustrations, and
slides, such as found
in the lectures during
the degrees. Organize
visits to other lodges.
Invite guests and nonMasons to present
ideas that may be of
interest to members
of the Craft thereby
expanding the Brother’s circle of friends
and contacts.

There is no single
cause for the “tangles” but there are a
number of risk factors. Age is the most
commonly identified
factor. As the indiAlzheimer’s disease is not
vidual ages, especially
a normal part of aging.
past 65 approximately
1/8 will develop a
An example of such
form of Alzheimer’s. At the age of 85 plus, there is a 50/50
programs can be seen with the variety of speakers that
chance of developing the disease. Another factor is famhave been invited to speak at LaFayette-Dupont No. 19
ily history. There is a “risk gene” found in many of those
for 2012. One speaker was an amateur astronomer and
who suffer from the disease. But lifestyle factors such as
volunteer with NASA (National Aeronautic and Space
poor diet, lack of exercise, use of tobacco, and decline of
Administration) who give a presentation on the Agency’s
intellectual stimulation can contribute to the likelihood
current space initiatives and future projects. Another
of an individual coming down with Alzheimer’s and here
speaker was a world renown consultant on international
is Masonry comes into the picture.
economics, another, who just so happen to be a Brother,
gave a presentation on estate planning. Prior to a proThere is a large number of Masons who are in the age
gram one member came up to the Worshipful Master
groups that have a likelihood of developing this terrible
questioned the choice of speakers on such an esoteric
disease. Yet being an active Mason may help ward off
topic. Yet after the economist completed his 50 minute
Alzheimer’s. One of the factors in the cause of Alzheimtalk, another Master Mason said he would have loved to
er’s is “decline of intellectual stimulation.” Masonry offers
hear the full three hour presentation the speaker gives to
a direct counter to that decline in several ways, all of
continued on next page
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major audiences. Each of these programs was directed
at providing intellectual stimulation to the members and
guests who attended these programs, occasionally giving information individuals could apply to their outside
activities. Each one, hopefully, provided just the stimulation and cranial activity needed to make a small step in
the prevention of Alzheimer’s.
There is another way that Masonry contributes to the
prevention of this dreaded disease — the performance of
ritual! By being a Mason, active in your Lodge, you are
forcing your brain to learn, retain and present parts of
our rituals during opening and closing of the Lodge and
in the performance of the degrees. This is particularly
important to those
Members who are
over 60 years of age.
Yes, they may have
been doing this over
and over again for
years, but the very
performance of the
various parts helps the
retention of memory
and the prevention
of Alzheimer’s. By
encouraging
the
member to take on
new parts goes a step
further in keeping the
brain active, thereby
fighting the possible
onset of the disease.

est many be created to promote their establishment in
this country such as the Order of the Scarlet Cord. Each
of these additional degrees offers additional symbols,
meanings, and value to what a Mason may have already
learned thereby keeping his mind active and alert.
Masonic literature opens up a world of books and articles
providing additional stimulus. One can read the host
of historical Masonic books and articles, some of which
are very good, but some stretch the facts. How might
they benefit us? By making the Mason use his mind to
determine which are facts and which are fiction, thereby
adding to the mental stimuli need to prevent Alzheimer’s.
Likewise there are a host of books on the more esoteric side of the Craft,
some of which may
challenge the member’s personal beliefs
and ideas, but will add
to one’s mental activities such as Morals
and Dogma by Albert
Pike (a real challenge which has not
yet been fully met by
the author) or Freemasonry: Its Hidden
Meaning by Geroge
Steinmetz and many
others.

Go outside the Craft to
the older authors and
books. One would be
amazed at the number
But there are a few
of Masonic symbols
members of the Craft
discussed in works
who have learned all
of James George
the parts of all three
Frazer, Mircea Elidae,
degrees found in the
Joseph Campbell, and
Lodge. It does help
Being an active Mason combined with healthy living may
Carl Jung. By readasking them to fill in
prevent Alzheimer’s.
ing these authors the
when needed during
reader will be creating new neural connections in his
the opening and closing of the Lodge and doing parts
brain associating different Masonic symbols he already
in the degrees, but there is no reason to stop there.
knows to the discussions presented by these authors and
Both the York and Scottish Rites offer a series of added
others.
degrees and rituals that can be taken, observed, and
learned, all of which will contribute to the continued
Expand your associations of Masonic symbolism beyond
stimulation of the brain, keeping those nerve cells in the
the Craft to religions and other fraternal associations.
hippocampus active, firing, and preventing the tangles
Ask yourself: “What do they have in common?” One
from developing.
can find a never ending collection of symbols within
the Degrees of Masonry which are repeated throughout
Love of symbolism and ritual can lead one to other bodies
human initiation rites, societies, cultures, and literature
of Masonry. In particular the Allied Masonic Degrees is
around the world. Work up talks and papers on what
a Masonic organization that seeks out and revises some
you have discovered. One well received talk has been:
long lost and forgotten degrees once associated with the
“Is Harry Potter a Master Mason?” which explores the
Craft. When possible the AMD invites foreign Masonic
Masonic symbolism found in the J. K. Rowling books.
organizations to come to their annual convention to
present the seldom performed degrees in hopes interThe Voice of Freemasonry
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Such questions add to the stimulation needed for members to remain mentally active and alert.
The ways Masonry is contributing to brain fitness goals
include:
• Encouraging members to becoming a life-long learner.
• Learn a new skill or something new every day, a new
part in your lodge or develop a program.
• Try new, novel intellectual tasks, and get out of the old
repetition of over-learned tasks. Shaking up a routine
makes your brain work harder. Perform a part of the
ritual you know and then learn a new part or a new
degree.
• Embrace mental challenges by reading, learning, and
seeing the analogies between Masonic rituals and other
activities from around the world.
When lodges do more to promote these aspects of the
Craft we are helping in the fight of Alzheimer’s in our
members. But there are some areas where we can make
significant improvements. Physical activity beyond the
annual parades or special annual events is one. How
about organizing a sports team? There are less stressful
sports which could involve a host of Brothers. Softball
(as opposed to baseball), volleyball (six person please,
not two person beach), bowling, and tennis teams could
be formed within the Lodges to keep the members
active. The golf tournaments sponsored by the Masons
are another excellent way to keep the members active
physically, but these could be expanded to regular team
rounds rather than as yearly fund raisers. And if you are
organizing team, challenge other lodges to do the same.
Include the family members! Make it a truly fun activity
for all. This will help prevent Alzheimer’s.
There is no reason why a Lodge, Chapter, Council,
Commandery or Consistory could not develop a recommended exercise program for its members. Different
exercises can produce multiple benefits so encourage
the Brothers and their significant others to do the following at least three times a week, even if for only thirty
minutes. There are specific types of activities which are
helpful in keeping physically fit and thereby mentally
fit as well. These include: flexibility exercises, balance
exercises, endurance exercises, and strength exercises.
These suggestions are just scratching the surface of the
way a Lodge can encourage the Brethren to keep physically active and thereby provide one more low grade
preventive measures which may reduce the chance of
Alzheimer’s. But one preventive measure Masonic bodies
do not pay enough attention to is diet.
How many Masonic meetings provide a meal to the
Brethren? Likely most, or at least they should. Meals
increase the social activities of the Lodge, Chapter,
Council, Commandery, Consistory, etc. But stop and
think: “Are we providing the best choices to prevent dia-

betes and obesity which are contributing factors in the
potential development of Alzheimer’s?” Simple changes
could provide significant improvements. For example
substitute fruits and berries for the ice cream as deserts
(OK so add a little whipped topping, but keep it low fat).
When planning Masonic meal consider the following:
✓ Is the meal well-balanced and heart healthy?
✓ Are there fruits and vegetables rich in vitamin E and
beta-carotene?
✹ dark skinned fruits such as broccoli and spinach
✹ leafy green and yellow vegetables like broccoli (note
the repeat – now repeat as a salad or as a cooked veggie), sweet potato (rather than any white)
✓ Are you offering whole grain breads, low fat meats and
milk products?
✓ Are the foods rich in antioxidants?
✹ nuts and berries
✹ artichokes and red cabbage
✹ spices such as turmeric and cinnamon
✓ Have you avoided?
✹ saturated fats
✹ salt
✹ added sugar
✹ fried foods
✹ processed food (get rid of the pizza dinners!)
✹ trans-fatty acids
Did you offer tea in addition to coffee? Green, white and
oolong teas are considered brain healthy, more so than
coffee. Get rid of the sweet soda.
Hopefully you can now see how Masonry prevents
Alzheimer’s and how we can do more. By participating
in Masonic activities, by taking a part in the ritualistic
work of the Lodge or just attending stimulating Masonic
programs, you are helping to prevent the onset of this
disease in your older members, possibly yourself. There
is more truth to the phrase “use it or lose it” particularly
when it comes to the prevention of Alzheimer’s. Memorization is an important part of this prevention effort and
Masonry offers more than its share of rituals, orders, and
parts for its members to work on.
Masonry offers (or should offer) the Mason and his family
a social life whereby they can remain active. By being an
active Mason you are staying mentally active (provided
you stay awake in the meetings) and are improving your
memory, reasoning, and thinking skills depending on
the types of activities and programs presented in your
Lodges. All of which are ways to help the prevention of
Alzheimer’s.
Can we do more? Yes! But what is important to remember is that Masonry really does help in the fight against
Alzheimer’s and will continue to do so now and in the
future. n
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The Chamber of Reflection

P

opular culture has made Masonry into a mythic
organization. In Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol,
the uninitiated eye would believe that in homes,
offices, and even the United States Capitol, Masons
around the world were daily retreating to personal
Chambers of Reflection to consider the work at hand.
The Chamber of Reflection, however, is a piece of
Masonic ritual rarely practiced in the United States,
with only a handful of Lodges utilizing it in Louisiana,
New England, California, and other pockets across our
country. To brethren in Latin America and Europe, the
Chamber of Reflection is a familiar aspect of our Craft,
and perhaps it should be considered for more regular
use in our Lodges.
The Chamber of Reflection, as defined by Mackey in
his Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, is “…a small room
adjoining the Lodge, in which, preparatory to initiation,
the candidate is enclosed for the purpose of indulging in those serious meditations which its somber
appearance and the gloomy emblems with which it is
furnished are calculated to produce. It is also used in
some of the advanced degrees for a similar purpose.”

Freemasonry is an initiatic
society, and her rituals are
transformative. The cultivation of the prospect for our
Craft should be the utmost Jordan T. Yelinek, PM
care of our Lodges, and when Magnolia Lodge, No. 53
that prospect is made into a
candidate for the mysteries of Freemasonry, it is our
duty to ensure that he is indeed duly and truly prepared. The Brethren, on the candidate’s entrance into
the Lodge, can readily examine the physical preparation of the candidate, yet the mental preparation of
the candidate too must be addressed. All too often, a
candidate is rushed from the his daily, dull cares of life,
into the preparation room, where he is physically prepared, but carries with him, into the Lodge, the worries
of his day.
An interstitial space between the profane and the
initiated, the Chamber of Reflection provides an opportunity for our candidates to separate from the profane
world, and ready their hearts and minds for the great
work in which they are about to engage themselves.

“Chamber of Reflection”, a painting by
Bro. Joseph Adams, of Lewiston, Utah
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The form of the Chamber of Reflection varies greatly
between different jurisdictions. The most familiar are
adorned with alchemical and arcane symbols, together
with those of mortality. Still others are adorned with
pieces of modern art, and some are quite plain. In
all, the candidate for the Entered Apprentice degree
spends some thirty minutes to an hour in the Chamber
previous to his Initiation. The end result, in all three
cases, if executed with attention and care, is the due
and true mental preparation of the candidate.
The origins of the Chamber
of Reflection draw themselves
from the Pythagorean mystery
schools, and even from the Cult
of Mithras (perhaps another
progenitor of our Craft). Here,
novitiates were secreted away
in a cave previous to the initiatory observances of these
orders. To us, the Chamber is
also reflective of this cave, as
seen most closely in the arcane
Chamber, which is painted
black and small in size, to mirror this experience.

ples of such questions, used by Prometheus Lodge No.
851 in San Francisco, CA, are:
• In the modern world, in which we live, what drew
you to seek membership in the fraternity of Free and
Accepted Masons?
• It has often been stated that, simply, the goal of
Freemasonry is to make good men better. What is it,
in yourself that you are seeking to better, through your
experience of the fraternity?

…the Chamber of
Reflection provides
an opportunity for
our candidates to
separate from the
profane world, and
ready their hearts
and minds for the
great work in which
they are about to
engage themselves.

The arcane chamber also commonly possesses the skull,
crossbones, scythe, or other
emblems of mortality, familiar
to us through our third degree.
A small plate of bread and
glass of water, intended for the
candidate to eat and drink, are
present, and are simple food
for the work ahead. Alchemical elements, most commonly
sulfur, salt and mercury, are
drawn upon the walls. To the
alchemist, these were the Tria
Prima, and believed that all
substances were, figuratively, formed of these three
elements. Again, to the alchemist sulfur is a masculine
element, and represents strength; salt is considered
neutral, and represents wisdom; and mercury, a feminine element, represents beauty. An hourglass is also
present, to mark the time and also for the familiar elements from our third degree. Phrases are sometimes
written upon the wall, such as Perseverance and Vigilance. A mirror is occasionally present for the physical
reflection of the candidate, together with the spiritual.
In all types of chambers, arcane, modern, or plain, a
philosophical testament is written, or the candidate
answers questions prepared for him in advance. Exam-

• One of the principle tenets of
Freemasonry is Brotherly Love.
How, through the exercise of
brotherly love, will you support
and enable those around you
in seeking to better themselves
through the Fraternity?

These questions are then
sealed in an envelope, with
the candidates signature
across the seal, and presented
to the Brother who retrieves
him from the Chamber. Some
Lodges hold these questions,
and return them to the candidate, unopened, on his raising
to the Sublime Degree of a
Master Mason, while others
read them in open Lodge
before the initiation, to better know their candidate, and
best match his experience to
his needs and desires. Both
are common throughout the
fraternity.

Ultimately, the Chamber of
Reflection provides an opportunity for the candidate to
separate from the profane
world as he begins his journey in Masonry. It provides
reflection on who he is as a man, what he wishes to
accomplish in his life, and how the Craft fits into that
path. The symbolism of the arcane chamber, while
most common throughout the world, may not be
immediately clear in its purpose to the candidate, and
perhaps either a chamber filled with modern art, or a
unadorned chamber with a candle, pen or pencil and
paper for the candidate to answer his questions upon
may provide the optimum experience for the growth of
the newest Entered Apprentice. Though, through the
use of the Chamber of Reflection, or not, it is our duty
as Brethren, to ensure the due and true preparation of
our candidates, both physically and mentally, for the
good of our Craft. n
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